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As more and more users take up WordPress as a CMS, the level of threats is also 
increasing. The good thing is, it can be controlled.

Just like web analytics, threats also need to be monitored. It is hard to fight an enemy 
you don’t know. It is important to have some basics on how some of these threats 
present themselves.

Most common WordPress security threats;
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Effects of security issues 

● Loss of trust from customers

● Downtime

● Damaged reputation

● Fines from authorities

● Ultimately, loss of revenue.

● Blacklisting on google etc



You can do
There are simple steps 
you can take even if you 
are not a security pro

What



THREAT VS. SOLUTION 
Brute force

Strong username and passwords. 

Fcvdrfghr / K0pOvpcxTKRCmXFpmC8

Two-factor authentication

Delete inactive high permission users

Lockout users with too many attempts 

Solution

Brute force attacks refer to the use of trial and error 
method to access the website via the login page 

using multiple username and password combinations 
over and over again. Since most of us access 

websites this way, it is also one of the most common 
methods hackers use.

Problem

username

password





Malware

Always scan your website for 
malware(There are plugins 

for this if you don’t know how 
to check your website files 

manually)

Solution
This is when malicious 

software or simply code is 
used to gain unauthorized 

access to a website to gather 
sensitive data.

Problem



Cross site scripting (XSS)

Update, update update!!

Solution
Here an attacker tries to get 
a user to load a page which 
has vulnerable scripts (JS)

Problem









DoS & DdOS – Distributed denial of service

Install plugins that scan for 
malware, monitor unsusual 

traffic, country blocking.

PS- slows down website and 
can increase bouncerate

Solution
This attack tries to prevent legitimate users from 
accessing your website. Here the attacker sends 

more requests than the webserver server can 
handle. Another way successful attacks occur is 

when the attacker sends bogus requests – forms, 
search function, product order forms.

Problem



SQL injection

Updates wordpress, PHP, 
Plugins!! .

Solution
Here an attacker gains access to your website’s 

MySQL database and can add or delete tables they 
want from your website at that point. Like adding an 

admin user 

Problem





Hijacking a user

Educate users

Change passwords frequently

2SA

Solution
This happens when one leaves their dashboard un 
attended, loss of PC or unprofessional password 

storage

Problem



Other ways

Enable these using 
plugins as they add 
characters to your 

password eg.  -
fcdrsr/fc$d!r@s#r

Wordpress salts

wpuganda/wp-admin

Wpuganda/8uhgyt5rfd

Change login url

There are free webinars by 
security companies like 

https://ithemes.com/training/

Keep up to date/ 
Training

If you have set office hours 
and you are sure you wont 

access website at a set time, 
you can prevent any admin 

work

Out of office
Take advantage of free 

versions of security 
plugins; Wordfense, 

iThemes etc

Security plugins
Wordpress now has this. 
It can be dangerous and 

can cause plugin 
conflict with themes ets 

but can also save you 

Enable auto 
updates



SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

Monitor your 
Admin users

Users

Monitor 
payment 
gateways 

Payments

Read your emails as 
they often have 
warnings from 
security plugins

Emails

Get reputable 
hosting

Hosting

BACKUP YOUR 
WEBSITELog files

Web advisor 
websites Prevent long 

strings in the url

Refuse compromised 

passwords

Enforce password 

change

Passwordless

login







Note;

It’s not always about hackers.

You can be a threat to your own website.

How?

• If you don’t update; conflicts, incompatibility between plugins, themes and 

core can lead to downtime. (things like white, blank screen)

• If you don’t manage your website caching well, it can affect your website

• Too many animations can increase bounce rate 

• Uncoordinated colours on your website



Can threats totally be wiped out 

NO! But if we carry out small tasks 
to improve security, we can 
reduce the number of successful 
attacks.



THANKS!!!

Do you have any questions?

Joan Logose

+256792692020

jlogose@gmail.com


